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Pär Frohnert, Stockholm university, Department of history 

 

“Help our refugees!”: Limits and possibilities for refugee relief organisations in Sweden - ”the 

people's home” - in the shadow of Nazi Germany and the Second World War 

 

Until 1930 Sweden was country of emigration having meet few refugees. But there were experiences 

of international humanitarian efforts. Social Democrats ruled the country from 1932 and started to 

build their welfare state. 

 

The refugee policy was restrictive and Social Democratic political refugees were preferred. The 

restrictiveness can be explained by protectionism, and antisemitism. There was visa-free travel with 

Germany; but after three months a residence permit was necessary. From 1938 the refugee 

administration was centralized to the Board of Social Affairs. As the situation worsened, Sweden, with 

Switzerland, agreed with Germany on the J-passports. The public opinion was to a large extent hostile 

against immigration. 

 

Communists, left wing Social Democrats, and some liberals demanded a more lenient policy. 

 

In the summer of 1939 there were approx. 5.000 refugees, two thirds of them Jews. 

 

We have thorough knowledge about Stockholm Jewish community which was the largest refugee 

relief through a new dissertation. The community organized the relief for all Jewish refugees in 

Sweden. A characteristic trait was the quotas for Jewish transmigrants already from 1933, but Jews 

also came on their own. Jews per se were never acknowledged as political refugees. 

 

All refugees were dependent of NGOs, as there was no state support. Several were founded, 

helping ”their” refugees. 

 

Five of them shall illustrate the different positions and characteristics: the Labour Movement Refugee 

Relief, the Red Aid, the International Committee for securing employment to refugee professional 

workers, and the Israel Mission in co-operation with the Missionary Society. I’m interested in: 

motives, type of organisation, access to the political power, financing, number of supported refugees, 

resonance in the public opinion, the relation to the refugees, and networks. 

 

From the summer of 1939 the state began to partly finance the NGOs. The main explanation for the 

turning point in 1942/43 when larger groups begun to arrive is that these were war refugees and most 

of them Nordic neighbours. 
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At the beginning of 1945 there were almost 200.000 refugees and evacuees. The state took 

responsibility and the NGOs lost their crucial position. 

 

In May 1933 the Labour Movement Refugee Relief (Arbetarrörelsens flyktinghjälp, AF) was put up by 

the Social Democrats and the Trade Union Confederation, the latter responsible for the solid financing. 

It became the second most important refugee relief. The strict criteria to get acknowledged as a 

refugee were issued by the International Federation of Trade Unions and the Labour and Socialist 

International. From 1936 Communists generally were not accepted. The International Federation 

supported colonization projects oversea for political refugees and especially for Jews. AF checked the 

refugees’ information with exile organisations, the International Matteotti committee, and its national 

branches - AF was such a national committee. After acknowledgement the next step was a scrutiny for 

getting an allowance. The prohibition on aliens' political activities contributed to the discord. 

 

From 1938 more refugees came and 636 persons were registered by AF at the end of 1939. At this 

point 19 per cent were Jews. The policy was allowances instead of work, but in 1938 the international 

recommendations changed and refugees should get work. During the war most were employed.  

 

AF had a unique position with its good relations with the government. The semi-official position 

became obvious when AF participated at Nordic government conferences and from the end of 1938 

when a group of 370 Sudeten Germans was accepted. AF made the selection on spot in cooperation 

with the Sudeten German Social Democratic organisation and the Swedish embassy. This immigration 

was to a large part subsidized by the British government but also covered by a successful subscription 

among the unions. 

 

Through its position AF had no incentive to criticise the government in public. There was an on-going 

conflict with the Red aid. AF turned away refugees who had been supported by other committees. It 

also kept away from the other NGOs and didn’t join Stockholm’s Central Refugee Relief Committee. 

But the attitude changed in 1938 when AF joined a new board for vocational training, as it could be 

expected that the state would step in with subsidies. AF was a committee and not a movement. This 

contributed to a tension between those in Stockholm and the local branches of the labour movement. 

AF for a long time didn’t distribute any clear information which caused irritation. People on the local 

level showed more solidarity than AF. 

 

Communist refugees had much more difficulties than Social Democrats. In the first years a few were 

expelled to Germany and the Soviet Union, some to third countries, and others who ought to be 

expelled only could remain because Sweden to a large extent respected the non-refoulment principle. 
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The Red Aid was founded in 1930 by the Communist party, a branch of Comintern, to help Finnish 

communist refugees. The Aid was a section of the International Red Aid. At this time the Comintern 

pursued a policy where Social Democratic leaders should be marked as "Social Fascists". 

 

When refugees turned up the Red Aid could step in.  

 

The Red Aid started a paper of its own, and arranged public meetings. It was able to establish local 

branches and recruit a few thousand members. Accordingly the Aid was the only refugee NGO which 

came close to a specialized popular movement, but we don’t know if they were all party members. In 

1934 around 50 refugees were supported with meagre allowances. The Red Aid was dependent of gifts 

and the financing was under great pressure.. One form of support was to let refugees have supper by 

Red Aid members.  

 

Conflicts soon occurred with AF, and in 1934 the Social Democratic party prohibited its members to 

join the Red Aid. AF's loyalty towards the government gave the Aid and the Communists an 

opportunity for criticism.  

  

In 1935 Comintern launched the popular front.  

 

The Communist party was now able to get an influential position within the strong Spain solidarity 

movement. The Red Aid established a special refugee committee with a few Social Democratic local 

trade-unionists. However those chose to leave after being attacked by their own party. In 1937 the Red 

Aid had one hundred local branches, supporting about one hundred refugees. In 1939 when state 

funding was offered the Red Aid also got support. 

 

The Soviet attack on Finland in 1939 was supported by the Swedish communist party and public 

support dwindled.  

 

Some party members and Communist refugees were now interned. The Red Aid was cut off from state 

support and the relief came to an end. 

 

In May 1933 The international committee for securing employment to refugee professional workers 

was founded in Geneva.  Among the signers was the author and Nobel laureate Selma Lagerlöf. The 

same autumn Insamlingen för landsflyktiga intellektuella (”Subscription for exiled intellectuals”) was 

organised, where the journalist Mia Leche Löfgren with experiences from humanitarian work became 

a driving character. The appeal gathered many names from the elite, among them two royal princes. 
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The purpose was to make a humanitarian contribution and protect the European culture by ”giving [the 

refugees] a possibility to stay abroad”.  

 

Later it was informed that it was about ”temporary aid [...until] work possibilities would be offered 

them [...] preferably outside Europe”. 

 

The Subscription  was not a movement; persons gave contributions, but weren't members. Those active 

came from liberal and Social Democratic middle-class. Through Östen Undén, who was on the board, 

there was a channel to the Social Democratic leadership as he was a member of the cabinet, later 

chancellor of the universities. Many women had experiences from humanitarian work or were 

members of women's organizations. The financing, always limping, rested on subscriptions and the 

incomes from a new book by Lagerlöf. One author means that the committee ”never succeeded [to 

get...] any support among ordinary people”. The contacts with the state were better: it was the only 

committee which before 1939 received state subsidies, taken from lottery incomes. When special 

subsidies for refugees were introduced the Subscription became one of the largest recipients. 

 

A few scientists got scholarships, but the larger part of the support went to ”ordinary” refugees with 

intellectual professions, at the most 230 persons. Work places were very hard to provide. The 

Subscription had contacts with some committees, but kept the Red Aid at distance. It was a promoter 

of the establishment of Stockholm's central committee. 

 

Influencing the public opinion was important; but a trial with a paper ended with only one issue. 

 

Through the chief editor Torgny Segerstedt at a large liberal newspaper – he was the central figure 

among the critical voices in Sweden - there was access to an important channel. The Subscription 

pursued a partly successful political lobby work, among other things with personal visits and it lay 

behind one Social Democratic private parliamentary bill. Leche Löfgren was appointed a member to 

both new state boards for refugee issues in 1938-1939.  

 

When the solidarity in 1939 was directed to Finland funding ebbed away and the Subscription 

terminated its activities. 

 

One example of Christian refugee aid is the co-operation between the Israel Mission and the 

Missionary Society. 

 

Since 1920 the Swedish Israel Mission had a station for missionary work among Jews in Vienna. The 

Israel Mission had a close link to the Swedish state church. After ”Anschluss” the situation for 
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converted Jews in Austria - ”Judaeo-Christians” – became particularly vulnerable. They were locked 

out both from the evangelical church and the Jewish community. Emigration relief became a major 

task for the Mission; it probably succeeded to get out 2.000 persons, among them around 250 to 

Sweden. 

 

The Swedish church was critical against the persecution of the Jews, but usually refrained from public 

statements. The Free Churches were more openly critical, also against the government. Not until the 

fall of 1942 strong protests from the state church were heard when the Norwegian Jews were deported. 

But in September 1938 the archbishop initiated a committee to offer ”Judaeo-Christian” juveniles a 

temporary refuge. In the committee was the Israel Mission, with its director Birger Pernow, 

represented. He succeeded to ”confidentially [get] a promise” of a quota from the Board of Social 

Affairs. To Pernow the conversion was of crucial importance and he interpreted the persecution within 

an apocalyptic context where the Jews’ salvation would occur before the Second Advent. 

 

A camp was organised by the Missionary Society to house some of the youth.  

 

Most, almost everybody were men, had belonged to the youth activities in Vienna. The camp put up 

approximately 25 persons, but the turnover was high. Most had a middle class background and were 

protestants; some were of Jewish creed. The Missionary Society got access to the state subsidies, but it 

remained dependant of gifts. The heads of the camp, the Society's refugee committee and Pernow as 

responsible, together handled the contacts with the Board of Social Affairs. Life in the camp consisted 

in practical work, studies, and prayers. The staff expressed great understanding for the refugees' 

situation. There are no traces of antisemitism towards the inhabitants. Sometimes it is underlined in 

the correspondence, often with private persons, that it is a Christian duty to help one's fellowmen. 

Large efforts were made in order to obtain work places. The refugee committees should concentrate 

on agricultural work ”regarding the loyalty that the refugee owe the country, whose right of asylum 

they enjoy”. Outside agriculture and forestry permits were required from the Board of Social Affairs 

which asked the often reluctant unions. But gradually almost everybody got work. 

 

The Mission got insights into the deportations of the Jews because the Vienna station was able to 

operate until summer 1941. But information was only rendered in its own paper. Many efforts were 

made to obtain entry permissions for family members of their protégés, thereby issuing financial 

guarantees. Only very few cases were successful. But the exertions had to be cancelled since the Board 

of Social Affairs didn’t accept the guarantees because the activities were run with state subsidies. 

Thus, the state support became a pretext not to help Jews into Sweden during on-going deportations. 

 

Conclusion 
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The five NGOs that I have talked about all had specific positions that determined their influence.  

 

The Labour Movement Refugee Relief stands out with its closeness to political power, the number 

supported and its financing. It became a semi-official body. AF together with the other NGOs, except 

the Red Aid, through its selectiveness fulfilled the restrictive refugee policy. AF didn't seem to have 

influenced the government to change policy or legislation, but it is probable that its opinions were 

considered. As the government had chosen not to pursue a critical course against Germany, the AF had 

only limited space for promoting solidarity within the reformist labour movement. 

 

The Subscription also had good links to the political leadership. This NGO was the third largest. The 

Subscription was driven by humanitarian motives. It was a philanthropist organisation with difficulties 

getting funding as it never reached broader groups. When the supporters left and showed their 

solidarity with Finland this NGO collapsed. 

 

The co-operation between the Israel Mission and the Missionary Society on the quota for converted 

Jews and the refugee camp may both be seen as an example of the Jewish transmigrants quotas and an 

example of Christian refugee aid. The Mission’s low profile is probably explained by its closeness to 

the state church. The Missionary society took a more critical stand. The most important motive for the 

relief was humanitarian. 

 

The Red Aid was the NGO which differed mostly in all aspects which is explained by it being a 

Communist organisation. It did have some succeess in establishing a sort of movement and it reached 

some influence in the public opinion and it also attracted some trade unionists.  

 

As mentioned the importance of most NGOs diminished as the state took responsibility for the large 

groups of refugees from 1942 and onwards. But some NGOs continued their work. But as the number 

of refugees decreased after some years most of the NGOs terminated their work. This principal change 

during the war from a refugee relief handled by NGOs to state relief became important. The state had 

learned that it could handle large groups of refugees. When the next refugee crisis occurred in 1956 

the state was so self-confident that tried to stop the few NGOs which were stepping in to help. Not 

until the 1990s Swedish welfare state again asked for the support of the NGOs. 

 

Thank you for your attention! I look forward to comments and questions! 


